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Thanks to Gilbert + Tobin Lawyers
for preparation and layout of this
Annual Report.

This Annual Report also could not have
been possible without the assistance
of ICLC’s administration and data guru,
Craig O’Brien.
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About ICLC
The Inner City Legal Centre (ICLC) has been providing
free legal services for people in the inner city area for
the past thirty-two years. The Centre provides a
range of free legal services to people in our catchment
area which includes the inner city, the eastern suburbs
as well as the lower north shore and northern
beaches area.
The Centre also provides a state wide specialist
legal advice service for anyone who is lesbian, gay
or bisexual; transgender; and intersex. In 2009 the
Centre added to this state-wide service a support
scheme for people who are gay, lesbian or bisexual;
transgender people; or intersex people experiencing
or escaping domestic violence.
The staff solicitors offer advice and ongoing casework
and representation in the following areas: domestic
violence, discrimination, employment, victim’s
compensation, debts, fines, apprehended violence
orders and other criminal matters.
New clients generally attend one of the night advice
services provided by the Centre’s volunteer lawyers.
Tuesday evening services see more general matters
and on alternate Tuesdays we offer an Employment
Law Service in addition to the General Advice Service.
The Wednesday evening service provides advice in
family and employment law matters, and the Gay
Lesbian, Transgender and Intersex Legal Advice Service.
ICLC staff solicitors review the records of advice provided
by volunteer lawyers and the Centre Director, Principal
Solicitor and legal team determine which cases can be
taken on for ongoing legal assistance. ICLC also actively
contributes to the local community’s awareness of their
legal rights and responsibilities through an ongoing program
of community legal education. Throughout any year staff
provide community legal education in a variety of forms
including publications and sessions with local residents
and community workers.
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Contact Information
Inner City Legal Centre 50-52 Darlinghurst Road
Kings Cross NSW 2011
www.iclc.org.au | E: iclc@iclc.org.au | T: (02) 9332 1966

Office Hours

Monday, Thursday and Friday 9am – 5 pm
Tuesday and Wednesday 9am – 8pm
We are closed for lunch from 1pm to 2pm.

Services include
• Information & Referral Services
• Legal advice by appointment except in
emergency situations
• Telephone advice to community workers
during business hours
• Urgent telephone advice to victims of
domestic violence
• Home/hospital visits if urgent & capacity allows
• Specialist gay & lesbian legal advice service
(state-wide)
• Specialist transgender legal advice service
(state-wide)
• Domestic violence court assistance for LGBTI
clients (state-wide)
• Sex Workers Legal Service
• Community Legal Education
• Law Reform and Policy Advocacy Work

CO CHAIRS’ REPORT
The Inner City Legal Centre has continued to provide
quality legal services to vulnerable and disadvantaged
clients and persons attending advice night sessions
this year.
The Board farewelled Board members Phinn Borg and
Rob Wilkins. Phinn’s involvement on the Board
strengthened ties between the Centre and the transgender
community, while Rob’s dedication and commitment to
the Centre over many years will be sorely missed. Two
new board members were appointed in their stead - Justin
Farrell and Bran Black. Justin has a wealth of experience
working in the community sector with vulnerable and
marginalised clients, while Bran extends his involvement
with ICLC having volunteered his time as a solicitor at the
Centre since 2005.
Sadly, our Principal Solicitor, Lee Hansen, moved on
from the ICLC to relocate overseas. Lee’s contribution to
ICLC’s legal practice, combined with his calm presence,
was admired. We welcome our new Principal Solicitor,
Mr Peter Longfield, in the coming weeks. Peter has
vast experience in the community legal sector.

Sharmilla
Bargon

Justin
Farrell

Dan
Stubbs

The Board wishes to thank the City of Sydney for
continuing to support ICLC through the provision of
excellent accommodation in the heart of Kings Cross,
and also Legal Aid NSW for its ongoing funding support.
Without this vital support, we could not undertake the
amazing work ICLC does.
Once again, ICLC has managed to end the financial year
with a small surplus, and the Board has been supported
and guided all year by the fantastic work of our Treasurer,
Joanna Davidson.

This year, ICLC continued to deliver quality legal support
and assistance to clients from various demographics,
most suffering some form of disadvantage; whether it be
discrimination, domestic violence, or some other form of
injustice. We have done this in an especially challenging
political environment, where funding has been reduced in
the community legal sector. This tough environment has,
however, seen us build strong relationships with other
organisations to assist those in need. This year,
we strengthened our relationships with ACON, Twenty10,
Mardi Gras, the Gay and Lesbian Rights Lobby and the
Wayside Chapel.

Rob
Wilkins

ICLC has continued to lobby law reform this year on
various issues such as the gay panic defence. Centre
Director Dan Stubbs and Board Member Sue Bowrey,
and separately, George Anastasi, met with Alex Greenwich,
independent State MP for Sydney, to discuss issues
relevant to the Centre’s clients, and to try to create an
understanding of pressing issues affecting the LGBTIQ
community in practice. Staff from ICLC also met with
councillors from City of Sydney and were successful in
obtaining support for the Sex Worker Legal Service.

The Board has been dynamic and duly involved in the
running of the Centre, and takes great interest in the work
the Centre does, and to ensure that the Centre is managed
efficiently and in accordance with CLC NSW
and NACLE’s requirements.
On behalf of the Board, the Co-Chairs would like to thank
all the people and organisations who have supported it
over this past year, but most importantly would like to thank
the staff, management and our amazing volunteer students
and solicitors, who make the work of the Centre possible.

Vanessa Viaggio and George Anastasi | Co Chairs

George
Anastasi

Kate
Connors

Sue
Bowrey

Joanna
Davidson

Vanessa
Viaggio
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TREASURER’S REPORT
The Inner City Legal Centre continues to receive core
funding for its services from the Federal and NSW
State governments. Over the financial year 2012-13 the
Centre received $105,080.12 from the Commonwealth
Legal Services Program and $163,615.62 from the
Community Legal Services Program of the Legal Aid
Commission NSW. ICLC received $74,864.16 from the
Public Purpose Fund for the Safe Relationships Project
(SRP). There was also $58,488.82 received from the
Commonwealth which funded one year of a three year
project to work in partnership with the Sydney City
Family Relationships Centre (SCFRC) and $13,605.25
received from the City of Sydney to fund our work on
legal empowerment for sex workers.
The Centre’s income was augmented by a range of other
sources during the financial year, including donations,
membership fees, interest and recovery of court costs.
Decreasing earnings from interest have reduced the
Centre’s income somewhat in the last year.
At a time of severe government budget constraints and
increasing demands on the private profession, we are
grateful to all of the organisations and individuals who
provide the ongoing support and in kind assistance, without
which the Centre could not continue to provide its current
level of service.
As can be seen from the attached chart, the Centre’s
capacity to increase its income beyond government
indexation of core grants continues to depend on our
ability to successfully attract project funding, which tends
to be limited in duration. We have successfully secured a
further grant from the City of Sydney, which will fund our
sex worker project into the next financial year, but we have
not yet secured ongoing funding to ensure the future of this
important work. In the next financial year we will also face
the challenge of negotiating renewal of our SRP funding in
a difficult financial environment involving many competing
demands on the Public Purpose Fund.
The Centre operated with a very small surplus of $130.00
in 2012-13. The Centre has a moderate financial base at
the end of the financial year. The Board is working with the
ICLC Foundation trustees to augment fundraising efforts in
order to secure ICLC’s long-term operations.
The Board would like to acknowledge Daniel Stubbs, Lee
Hansen, Doug Babcock as well as all other Centre staff
for their diligence and efforts during the last financial year.
Thank you for enabling the Centre to continue to service
the people of the inner city.
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Joanna Davidson | Treasurer

STAFF 2012-13
Daniel Stubbs
Centre Director

Lee Hansen
Principal Solicitor

Alana Yap
Solicitor/Project Officer

Amy McGowan
Solicitor

Julie Howes
Safe Relationships Project Officer from 26 November 2012

Lou Kyle
Family Lawyer to February 2013

Tracey Cooley to October 2012
Access to Justice for Aboriginals Project Officer from 5 March
2012

Kit Baigent
Practical Legal Training (PLT) Student

Suzanne Castellas
Practical Legal Training (PLT) Student

Natalie Moffett
Practical Legal Training (PLT) Student

Doug Babcock
Finance Administrator

Maria Elena Ang
Administration (data entry)

Craig O’Brien
Volunteer
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CENTRE DIRECTOR’S REPORT
As you will see in this Report, in 2012-13 ICLC provided
an impressive range of high quality legal services for
the hundreds of clients of the Centre who experience
various forms of disadvantage. This year we have built
up our outreach services and developed new areas of
targeted service. Throughout this report you will see
some of the different services/projects which are part of
ICLCs work, e.g. specialist LGBTI legal services, Safe
Relationships Project, Sex Workers Legal Service and
the Family Relationships Partnership - all of which help
us target the highly vulnerable groups we seek to assist
and enable them to access our services in ways that
meet their needs.
The latter sections of this Report describing ICLC services
show the high numbers and diversity of clients and legal
matters we responded to in the year. You will see that the
vast majority of ICLC clients are on no or low incomes.
Most of our clients also experience other factors that
often compound disadvantage, eg disability, non-English
speaking background, homelessness and Aboriginal and
Torres Straight Islander status. ICLC staff all receive
training to maximise our ability to assist these clients.

The Centre has been generously supported by a number
of legal firms providing pro bono legal services. In
particular we would like to thank Gilbert + Tobin –
nominated for the Law & Justice Award for their Pro Bono
work with us, Allens for the legal secretary secondees,
Corrs Chambers Westgarth for their secondee, McCabe
Terrill, and the range of barristers who have provided
pro-bono representation for our clients.
During the year we welcomed two new members to the
ICLC team: Lee Hansen (Principal Solicitor) and Julie
Howes (Safe Relationships Project officer. Their reports
illustrate the important contributions they have already
made to the Centre’s work. Alana Yap continues to
undertake crucially innovative work, such as the Sex
Workers Legal Service. Amy McGowan’s dedication to
ICLC reached new heights this year with her antidiscrimination, victims’ compensation, domestic violence
and family law practice. On top of which, Amy ran the Safe
Relationships Project for part of 2012 and took over the
FRC Project from January 2013.

An example of the combined work of legal advice, client
representation, law reform and community legal education
this year was Project Blue. Project Blue provides outreach
at Mardi Gras events for people who have any contact
with the police, including those who wish to complain
about police actions. Community Legal Education is
undertaken before and after Mardi Gras on drug laws and
police powers. Clients are supported to either defend their
matters in court or lodge police complaints.
The organisation proved its ability to triumph over adversity
when we had continuity of service after a sewerage flood
in our basement offices. We moved into other parts of the
building for around two months. In November we moved
back to offices with lovely purple carpet and a bright new
paint job (see the photos later in this Report).
We benefitted from thousands of hours of work by
54 volunteer solicitors and 40 volunteer law students.
We provided training for volunteers on discrimination,
employment, crime, fines, victim compensation and
training targeted to students on a range of ICLC
procedural and client issues wonderfully and
irreverently co-presented by Michael Kirby AC CMG.
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Daniel Stubbs | Centre Director

THE ICLC FOUNDATION
The purpose of the ICLC Foundation is to raise
donations to support the important work of the Inner
City Legal Centre. Since its launch on 22 May 2012 the
ICLC Foundation has raised $35, 542 and in the year
to 30 June 2013 the Foundation raised $3,620.

The Directors of the ICLC Foundation thank the
following individuals for their donations since the
commencement of the Foundation in 2012.

Lyria Bennett Moses

Alastair McEwin

The ICLC Foundation is a charitable trust for which all
donations are tax-deductible.

Branwell Black

Kate Mills

The trust is a company with three directors:

Max Bonnell

Christopher Palmer

• James Emmett, a barrister at 12 Wentworth

Sue Bowrey

Hon Justice Rachel Pepper

• Kate Mills, a partner in the Sydney office of

Sally Breen

Georgina Perry

Joanna Davidson

Louise Petschler

DLA Piper

Susan Rankine

Arthur Emmett

Justin Rassi

James Emmett

Karen Rose

Sylvia Emmett

Michael Sram

Jason Gardoll

Janine Smith

Glenn Gould

Daniel Stubbs

David Hansen

Michael Tiyce

Alexandra Harland

Wayne Tunnicliffe

Nicholas Kirby

Melissa Vogt

Arthur Komokeris

Lesley Whalan

Nicholas Korner

Mary Wilson

Angela McDonald

Anonymous x 7

Selbourne Chambers;

King & Wood Mallesons; and

•

Kate Connors, a lawyer and senior manager in
the public sector and a board member of ICLC .

The Foundation has funded the Legal Centre in
implementing some of the recommendations of the
Legal Centre’s report Outing Injustice: A Report on the
Legal Needs of LGBTI Communities in NSW. The first
project undertaken was the production of LGBTI?
Know Your Legal Rights, a mini-booklet on laws and
rights impacting LGBTI people in NSW.
The ICLC Foundation has also supported other initiatives
to enable the Legal Centre to provide access to justice for
disadvantaged and marginalised people in NSW in 201213 including support for a project conducting outreach and
legal education for Aboriginal people;
The next project to be funded by the Foundation is the
publication of Talking Turkey: A Legal Guide for SameSex Couples Seeking to Have Children.
If you wish to support the work of the Inner City
Legal Centre please consider donating to the
ICLC Foundation at iclc.org.au/foundation.

Daniel Stubbs, Secretary, and James Emmett (Chair), on
behalf of the Directors of the ICLC Foundation Limited,
Trustee of the ICLC Foundation Trust.

Daniel Stubbs

James Emmett

Kate Mills

Kate Connors
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PRINCIPAL SOLICITOR’S
REPORT
The Inner City Legal Centre provides such an important
service to the members of the local community and
to lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex
communities throughout the State. It was a privilege
to have contributed to serving these communities as
Principal Solicitor this year.
All casework staff deserve big commendations for
the amazing work they put in this year. The Centre
continues to operate very much at capacity, with very
limited resources and in what can be at times challenging
circumstances. Despite this staff approached their work
with professionalism, achieving many positive results for
our clients.
Casework was undertaken across a diverse number of
areas of law including family, crime, domestic and personal
violence, discrimination, consumer and employment.
A large part of our casework activities during the period
was involved in undertaking victims compensation matters.
With the government introducing severe cuts to the
victims compensation system and applying the changes
retrospectively to existing claims, many clients of the
Centre experienced a significant diminution in the value
of their claims. This caused considerable consternation
and distress.

Volunteer solicitors and students have this year provided
an excellent service to clients of the Centre as well as
wonderful support to the staff. For me it was a particular
privilege to be involved in the Centre’s Practical Legal
Training program, providing students with experience in
and exposure to community law. It was encouraging to
observe them transform into fab-new lawyers exercising
great ingenuity on behalf of our clients and encouraging
further still to see some move into ongoing positions within
the legal assistance sector.
This will be my first and final report to the annual report
as Principal Solicitor, as I have taken the decision to
relocate to London to be closer to family. I wish the
Centre, its staff, the board and volunteers all the very
best for the future.

Beyond participation in the Centre’s advice, casework and
practice management, I was able to be involved in some
of the Centre’s important policy activities which included
working on written submissions to the Legislative Council’s
Select Committee on the Partial Defence of Provocation
and to the Legislative Council’s inquiry into same sex
marriage law in NSW.
I have also had the opportunity this year to be involved
in the Centre’s community legal education activities,
delivering a session with Alex Maroulis on Legal Rights
and Police Complaints to a large and active audience in
the aftermath of this year’s Mardi Gras and delivering a
session with Alana Yap entitled “Law Talk with SWOP”,
the Sex Worker’s Outreach Project which took place
during law week in May.
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Lee Hansen | Principal Solicitor

SAFE RELATIONSHIPS PROJECT
(SRP) REPORT
In its fourth year of service, the Safe Relationships
Project (SRP) has continued to provide a state-wide
court support and legal assistance service for lesbian,
gay, bisexual, trans, and intersex people who are
experiencing or have experienced domestic or family
violence. During the reporting period the SRP worked
with clients who identified as gay, lesbian or trans, see
chart SRP Client Identities.

Where appropriate the SRP provided clients with referrals
to specialist legal and non-legal services. During the
reporting period the SRP worked with 24 new clients,
consisting of 9 casework files and 15 new court support
and minor assistance clients, see New SRP Clients
2012-2013 chart

New SRP Clients 2012-2013

SRP Client Identities

Case Work

Court Assistance

Due to the life long impact that domestic and family
violence has on survivors, many SRP clients experience
compounded legal, socio-economic and health issues
for years after escaping the domestic and family violence.
Gay

Trans

Lesbian

The SRP provided a range of legal assistance to
clients including court support and minor assistance,
legal advice, and casework, see SRP Client Activity
Types 2012-2013 Chart.

SRP Client Activity Types 2012-2013

Case Study
James was in a same sex relationship for approximately
12 years and experienced severe coercive and controlling
domestic violence which was perpetrated by his partner.
James was psychologically abused, sexually assaulted,
forced into prostitution, financially abused and physically
assaulted throughout the relationship.
The psychological abuse was so traumatic that James
is still rebuilding his life many years after escaping the
violence and reporting to police. James suffers debilitating
posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms, significant
social isolation and continues to experience tenancy and
consumer-debt legal issues.

Case Work
Information

Court Support/
Minor Assistance

Advice

Through the work of the SRP this year, James has safe
and permanent accommodation, has mental health
support, is working with a financial counsellor who is
assisting James to re-learn financial decision making and
managing his money, and over $40,000 of debt attributed
to the ex-partner has been waived.
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SAFE RELATIONSHIPS PROJECT
(SRP) REPORT
(con’t)

The SRP delivered community legal education to a range of
community organisations, the NSW police and government
agencies. The SRP is an active participant on the LGBTIQ
Domestic Violence Interagency and works in close
partnership with ACON Anti Violence Project.
I would like to extend my sincere thanks to Amy McGowan
for her sophisticated and compassionate work with the SRP
clients during the first half of the year, as well to Melissa
Vogt for her many student volunteer hours from April to
June 2013.

Julie Howes | Safe Relationships Project Officer
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FAMILY RELATIONSHIP CENTRE
PARTNERSHIP (FRC) PROJECT
REPORT
We are pleased to continue to provide legal
services in partnership with the Sydney City
Family Relationships Centre (SCFRC). This
is part of a national program supported by the
Federal Government. In our partnership ICLC
provides legal services to clients referred to us
by the SCFRC. Many of the referred clients are
disadvantaged in some way. Notwithstanding the
limited resources available to ICLC for this partnership,
we provide individual legal advice, drafting orders
to formalise parenting agreements reached at FDR,
representation in lawyer assisted mediation and
assistance with court applications where needed. I
have also given occasional information sessions to
professionals, including workers at the SCFRC.
During 2012-2013 I saw 100 clients. Due to their
complex needs or situations the majority of clients
required a number of appointments and/or ongoing
support. My work has tended to focus on individual legal
advice due to the high demand and the finding that this
was the most effective form of assistance.
During the year I have also provided representation in a
number of lawyer assisted mediation sessions for clients
assessed as appropriate for mediation but in need of
legal support in the process. Lawyer assisted FDR has
been relatively slow to take off across the sector, not
least due to the problem of each FRC being partnered
with only one lawyer. To provide lawyer assisted FDR we
obviously need to provide a lawyer for both parties and
the time this takes is prohibitive within the constraints of
the program. Involvement of private practitioners is seen
as problematic for various reasons, including because
the program protocols require participation by lawyers be
based on the collaborative law model in as much that the
lawyer involved in FDR cannot later act for the client in
proceedings.

had two children and also worked for her husband. We
were able to assist June in a legally assisted mediation
in relation to parenting. We were also able to provide
referrals and minor case assistance to assist June to
access secure housing.

Our Partner: Sydney City FRC
The strong working relationship between ICLC and SCFRC
is a testimony to the hard work of both organisations and
open communications. As with the partnership overall, the
relationship building has been a great success with ICLC
receiving extremely positive feedback on our service from
FRC staff.
The SCFRC provides parenting advice, referral and
mediation, assisting separated parents reach agreements
about their children. Mediators at FRCs are accredited
Family Dispute Resolution Practitioners (FDRP) and this
specialised mediation is called Family Dispute Resolution
(FDR). The court must not accept an application for a
parenting order unless the applicant has first made a
‘genuine effort’ to resolve the dispute with assistance from
a FDRP. There are of course exceptions, including in the
case of family violence, child abuse, and urgency. The
SCFRC provides the FDR service largely free of cost. If
for one reason or another FDR is not to go ahead, or if
agreement is not reached, the FRC issues a Section 60I
Certificate which must be filed with an application for
parenting orders.
We continue to work closely with other CLCs in this
program, particularly our closest neighbour Marrickville
CLC who is partnered with Sutherland FRC. All the CLC
family lawyers working in the FRC partnership program
meet quarterly to share our experience and discuss issues.

Amy McGowan | Family Lawyer

Case Study
June was referred to ICLC by the FRC for legal advice
around parenting. June informed us that she had been in
a relationship for 5 years. June had migrated to Australia
from Thailand, spoke limited English and was completely
isolated. He ex-partner had told her that if she left she
would need to pay back all the money he had spent on
her. The parties were separated under one roof. June
ICLC | 13

SEX WORKERS LEGAL
SERVICE REPORT
The Sex Workers Legal Service (SLS) is coming to
the end of its first year. ICLC is delighted to be able
to continue to provide this service in 2013-2014. This
year the SLS has provided nearly 100 legal advices to
sex workers at outreach clinics, over the phone and at
the Centre. We have also provided ongoing casework
assistance to clients with more complex matters
including:
• Unpaid wages and employment entitlements
• Victims Compensation
• Domestic violence
• Family law
• Fines, credit and debt
The City of Sydney assisted the SLS to develop two great
promotional materials in multilingual formats, business
cards and posters (pictured). These resources have been
particularly important for workers who may be under the
misapprehension that sex work is illegal and subsequently
that they do not have any legal rights in areas such as
wages.
Some of the key work carried out by the SLS this year
has included:

• Recovering $7000 for a transgender sex worker who

was employed at a parlour under an award wage for
over five years and was denied his accrued holiday pay
entitlements when he ceased employment;

• Commencing proceedings in the Federal Circuit Court of
Australia against a parlour that was withholding wages
from a non English speaking sex worker;

• Obtaining an apprehended violence order to protect

a client who was being stalked by an ex-customer,
assisting the client to report a subsequent assault to
police and representing her in a victims compensation
application;

• Obtaining pro bono assistance for a sex worker injured
at work and requiring expert workers compensation
representation;

• Assisting a sex worker to apply for child support;
• Advising sex workers about their rights to work from
home based on local council zoning;

• Advising female transgender sex workers about their

rights to work as women and raising awareness about
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Alana Yap |
Solicitor/Project Officer

the absence of any laws giving police or employers the
right to ‘check’ their sex;

• Conducting community legal education to health and

community based organisations that assist sex workers
and raising awareness about the SLS.

We have also made submissions to the Department of
Premier and Cabinet of the NSW Government in support
of retaining the current system of decriminalisation of sex
work in NSW.
The most commonly reported legal issue by sex workers
we have advised is unpaid wages and disputes about
contracts and employment rights. In response to this
we are developing an employment kit that will provide
information to sex workers about timesheets, record
keeping, negotiating contracts and legal working
conditions.

VOLUNTEER SOLICITOR’S
REPORT

Mitchell Coidan

The 2012/2013 year saw another busy period for
volunteer solicitors, student volunteers and their clients.
This was probably not surprising given the NSW State
Government’s reduction in funding during that same
period to NSW Legal Aid, and reduction in funding to
associated legal support programmes.
This was evident from my own experiences attending on
Tuesday and Wednesday advice nights, where on those
occasions I saw an increase in the number of clients
attending at the ICLC seeking advice in relation to criminal
law matters, and in particular assault type offences and
Apprehended Violence Orders (AVO’s). I recall that there
was not a single Tuesday or Wednesday advice night that
I attended during the year, where a client did not present
with a requirement for advice in respect of an AVO or some
other type of criminal offence. Often the needs of those
clients are urgent, with court dates pending very shortly in
circumstances where legal aid funding has been refused at
late notice.
Criminal law, housing and civil disputes (such as motor
vehicle claims and personal debt problems) continued
to dominate the general advice nights. Employment
related issues and equal opportunity/discrimination issues
continue to be prevalent areas of greatest need on the
specialist employment and GLBTI advice nights.
In that regard the ICLC is often a client’s haven of last
resort. On countless occasions I have sat across the
desk from a person who has broken down and cried as
they have recalled the countless times they have attended
other community legal centres, the Legal Aid Commission
or private law firms and told of their legal problems, only
to be met with the age old rhetoric of “we cannot help
you”. ICLC is different. Nothing is too hard, too long or
too complex for the volunteer solicitors and volunteer
students at the ICLC advice nights. The advice nights are
professional, meticulously run, welcoming and above all
else, no problem is ever seen as too hard to be dealt with
there and then. Volunteer solicitors do not always have
the answers, and often the issues complained of by clients
are unique. Despite those issues volunteer solicitors and
students work collaboratively in a collegiate manner to
research those issues and provide the clients with the
answers they need, or alternative avenues for support.
In many circumstances the ICLC can be a “life-line” for
many of our clients, who come to us in their hour of
greatest need, and with nowhere else to turn.

Of my own experiences, the 2012/2013 year certainly
saw an increase in the number of clients being seen on
general advice nights, and I found that this increased
attendance meant that volunteer solicitors were required
to adhere to strict rotation through clients every 30 to 40
minutes in order to see all clients that attended. I think it is
a testament to the volunteer solicitors and students that no
client was sent away without having seen a solicitor, even
if that meant that solicitors and volunteers were required to
stay back for an additional 30 minutes to an hour.
Civil disputes also continue to dominate the general advice
might. Much time is spent assisting clients navigate the
often changing Uniform Civil Procedure Rules (NSW) 2005
and various Court Rules, and assisting with compliance
with Court imposed orders and the drafting of pleadings.
During 2012/2013 there were a large number of clients
who sought advice as to the defence of liquidated debts,
property disputes (including fines), motor vehicle accidents
(where a party was uninsured) and claims as a victim of
crime.
In my mind, the ICLC continues to set itself apart from
other community legal aid centres, in that it specifically
targets and assists the most marginalised and vulnerable
persons in the community such as the unemployed,
indigenous persons, people with a mental issue, migrants
and persons identifying as GLBTI.
One of the annual highlights for me in volunteering at
the ICLC, is seeing the dedication of Dan Stubbs and his
various student volunteers braving the elements in the
ICLC marquee inside the annual Sydney Gay and Lesbian
Mardi Gras after party, providing legal advice at the ‘coal
face’ to those who experience a need for such advice
whilst attending that event. The gratitude and comfort
I have expressed to me by clients who have used that
service and attended at the subsequent advice nights
that follow that event, is a testament to ICLC’s support to
marginalised communities, and a willingness to provide
that advice regardless of the effort required and where it
is actually needed.
It remains a privilege to be associated with the ICLC as a
volunteer solicitor. It is a position I know many in the legal
community covet, and I extend my congratulation and
thanks to the many volunteer solicitors and students on
yet another successful year at the ICLC.
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CORRS SECONDEE
REPORT
ICLC has continued its relationship with Corrs
Chambers Westgarth by hosting a law graduate /
graduate lawyer each Thursday afternoon.
Ramya Kumar and Lisa Lucak enjoyed working
on a range of matters and contributing to the
valuable legal services that ICLC provides to
the community:

Comments by Ramya Kumar

I was seconded at ICLC from October 2012 to
March 2013. During my secondment I got the
opportunity to work on a range of community
legal matters and gain an understanding of
the issues that affected members of the inner
city community. I worked a range of things
including victims compensation matters, a
discrimination matter, and a variety of matters
with LGBTI issues. The team at ICLC were
keen to get me involved in the interesting
things that came through the centre and I
thoroughly enjoyed my time there!

Ramya Kumar and Lisa Lucak
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Comments by Lisa Lucak

I was seconded at ICLC from March to
September 2013. During my time at ICLC,
I worked on a range of matters, including
assisting with a sex worker’s claim for unpaid
wages from a brothel, assisting with letters of
advice, presentations and research on a range
of topics including bailments, police powers
and costs, as well as preparing a guide for
clients on steps to take when changing their
name and sex marker. I was also part of the
ICLC Precedents Project and assisted with
developing ICLC’s precedents.
I thoroughly enjoyed my secondment at ICLC
and wish it went for longer than 6 months! I
found it very rewarding to be able to assist
those in the community who would otherwise
not be able to afford legal assistance, and
believe the lawyers at ICLC provide an
important service to the community.
A huge thank you to Dan, Lee, Lou, Amy,
Alana, Julie, Karen, Kit and all the PLT and
student volunteers at ICLC for making us feel
so welcome during our individual secondments
to ICLC. Thank you for involving us in legal
work that we simply wouldn’t get anywhere
else and, ultimately, making us better lawyers
and better people.

ALLENS SECONDEE
REPORT
As part of the Allens Secretarial Services Pro Bono
team, we are seconded to the Inner City Legal Centre
for one day a month each. While we hope that the
knowledge and expertise that we bring from Allens is
useful to the running of the ICLC, we feel as though
we have also gained a lot from our time at the Centre.
We both feel very grateful to not only have the opportunity
to work for an organisation that is doing such important
work for the community but also for the skills we pick
up during our visits. Given the short amount of time we
each spend at the Centre, prioritising tasks and time
management are two invaluable skills that we have
garnered during our secondment to ICLC that are very
useful at a busy firm like Allens.

As rewarding as it is, the work we do is just a small
addition to the big picture. Corporate law is obviously very
different from the types of matters handled by the staff at
ICLC and we marvel at their drive, dedication and ongoing
support for ‘real’ issues in society and the passion they
have for making sure there is equality for all. We hope the
relationship between Allens and Inner City Legal Centre
will continue for many years to come.

The work we do, involving administration-related tasks
is similar to our day-to-day work at Allens only there are
fewer resources and supplies available at ICLC, so it really
makes you appreciate the small contributions
(such as stationery donations) they receive. We have also
been able to assist Dan in a few client meetings by taking
notes and copying original documents as well as phoning
around to find food, clothing and a place to
sleep for one client.

Kellie Harden and Marlo Perry
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PRACTICAL LEGAL TRAINING (PLT)
STUDENT REPORT
Like many that came before and even more that will come
after, I was an ICLC baby. I started as a student on the
front desk and then chose to complete my PLT here. As a
PLT student I was fortunate to work under two experienced
Principals: Clare who was dedicated in her need for
organisation. And there was Lee – the gentle force,
fantastic lawyer and a great mentor who was not afraid to
give you enough independence to gain experience but not
too much to render the Centre liable for any inexperience.
It goes without saying that my everyday interactions
afforded me the opportunity to work with and learn from
the dedicated solicitors in each of their areas of speciality
– Amy, Lou and Alana, and Dan of course as Director at
the helm, and Craig as the tireless administrative guru and
unofficial PLT chaperone. As an eventual ICLC veteran it
was also fantastic to work with new students as they joined
for their ”ICLC experience”.

To say my time was invaluable is to underestimate the
experience I walked away with. The diversity, complexity,
and social value of what the Centre manages to
accomplish with limited resources is astounding. And yet
there is more that can be done if ICLC had more funding.
As the Centre for which LGBTI issues are the speciality,
the noticeable absence of an in-house resource to facilitate
state wide LGBTI outreach and support is clear. That
said, I will be forever grateful for my time with ICLC, the
Staff, the students, the Board who actively engage with
the volunteers and staff and who continually provide their
time and expertise, the volunteer solicitors who give of
their knowledge and time to the clients and students, and
ultimately to the clients who are the Centre’s lifeblood.

However, the greatest gift of the Centre to any PLT
student is the opportunity to jump in at the deep end, deal
with an incredibly diverse cross-section of clients from
all walks of life with all kinds of issues, providing advice,
casework, court appearances, and sometimes just having
an empathetic listening ear. The ultimate bonus was the
benefit of participating in the very active and important role
ICLC plays in law reform, social justice, and community
outreach – FRC, SWOP, Twenty10, The Gender
Centre and Project Blue.

Suzanne Castellas | Practical
Legal Training (PLT) Student
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Student Volunteer
Report
During every shift, we have the privilege of working on
the front line, helping to provide legal advice to people
who might otherwise fall through the cracks. Whether
it’s doing research, taking phone calls from clients, or
greeting clients as they come into the office, we know that
what we do makes a real difference, even if a small one,
for the people who access our services.

The ICLC flood of 2012 stripped our centre of its internal
organs: the reception area was placed awkwardly in the
middle of a hallway and clients were directed to conference
rooms through what looked like a construction site.
Volunteers rolled up their sleeves and got on with the job
smiling, as they balanced managing phone calls, clients,
and searching for relocated files.

Student volunteering also has the potential to touch
the lives of people who might never pick up the phone
to us, or even those who won’t ever know our name.
Because volunteering at the ICLC means seeing the law
in action and appreciating that for so many people in the
community, accessing legal advice and representation can
be extremely difficult. It reminds us, as future members
of the legal profession, that we all have a responsibility
to bridge this gap. Whatever we go on to choose as a
full-time vocation, our experiences as student volunteers
help to build a new generation of community-minded legal
professionals, committed to furthering the ideal of access
to justice.

This experience certainly highlighted in our minds the
importance of our little centre in the local community.
Many other services would close their doors after being
hit by a mini sewage tsunami. But at the ICLC, this was
not an option. While there remained unmet legal needs
in the community, we needed to do what we could to
assist – and as students, it was an honour to be a part
of this undertaking.

Recently, student volunteers have enjoyed working in
fresh surroundings, thanks to an amazing facelift to the
office which has done more than just brighten the walls.
The reason behind the facelift, however, was a little less
glamorous.

Student Volunteer
James Sin

Isha Caulfield
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ICLC LegalServices
Throughout the year, the Centre provided a wide
range of legal services in the areas of civil law including
discrimination, neighbourhood disputes, contract and
administrative law etc, criminal, employment, family and
our specialist legal service to the GLBTI Communities.

Advice Sessions
During 2012/13 the Centre provided advice covering 1679
Problem Types in 1387 advice sessions which exceeded
our performance measurement target of 1,000 by 387
or 39% as defined in the Centre’s Strategic Plan. Advice
provided covered the wide spectrum of law as indicated
by the following chart.

Cases Taken On/Represented by ICLC
Owing to capacity, the Centre is only able to take on a
limited number of clients in any year. Those whom we do
take on are likely to be experiencing extreme disadvantage
and/or present us with an opportunity to create case law
based law reform that is likely to assist other similarly
marginalised groups.
During 2012-13 the Centre opened 58 Cases and 9
Minor Cases. Minor cases involve clients who require
legal advice/support which significantly increases the
work load of the Centre.
Details of advice provided are included in the
following chart.

Advice Sessions
Income Demographic of ICLC’s Clients
2%

1%
4%

34%

36%

14%

10%
6%

93%

Family
Criminal
Discrimination

Civil
Employment

Income Demography
The Centre during the financial year 2012-13
provided advise sessions to a total of 1060 clients
of which 93% of all clients were low income earners
as detailed on the following chart.
It should be noted that there is no means test for
clients who accessed the Centre via FRC. However
the great majority of these clients also fall in the low
income bracket.

Low Income
High Income

Medium Income
Not Provided

It should be noted that during this financial year we closed
73 Cases and 3 Minor Cases. In relation to Cases, more
than a third of all Cases opened during this financial were
closed.

Employment
During this financial year, the Centre provided advice in
regard to employment matters to 238 clients which is 21%
of all clients seen by the Centre. The advice/representation
provided covered Employment Conditions/Entitlements,
Unfair Dismissal, Discrimination, Harassment etc.
As the Centre does not employ a solicitor with specialist
employment skills, most of our employment work has to
be limited to the extensive and valuable advice sessions
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provided by our volunteer employment solicitors on
Tuesday and Wednesday nights.
This limitation continues to be frustrating as disadvantaged
people appear to be being poorly treated by employers,
resulting in discrimination, unfair dismissal and unpaid
wages. However, in some extreme cases we have
worked with ICLC volunteer employment specialists and/
or specialist employment CLCs to assist particularly
disadvantaged clients.

Employment Advices

31%

The Centre continues to provide a large number of advice
sessions each week in the area of family law. The areas
of advice provided include access to children, separation,
domestic violence, property etc. See following diagram
for a breakdown of advice provided.
We are well supported in this by a number of highly
respected family lawyers who are always happy to
assist the Centre’s clients.
The Inner City Legal Centre continues to offer support
and representation for people who have been the victim of
domestic violence as evidenced by the following diagram.

Issues Raised in Relation to Family Law

27%

1%

4%

4% 4%

12%
35%

11%

31%
21%

Conditions/Entitlements
Discrimination/Harassment

Unfair Dismissal
Other

Employment Law Case Study
Harry rang because his boss was bullying and abusing
him and has been for weeks. He had become depressed
and starting to self harm and perhaps suicide was next.
Harry worked in a small business and he said that another
one of the staff who resigned a few weeks ago was also
depressed, taking medication and left in tears because of
their bosses’ abuse.
An ICLC staff member was able to talk him through
leaving for the day and going to visit a doctor. He was
clearly unsafe in that place and needed to be out of there.
He was scared to the point of tears about the fact that his
boss will probably sack him ‘at the drop of a hat.
We had him come to the Legal Centre and we helped him
prepare a Work Cover application. The ICLC Principal
Solicitor advised him that ‘Once someone submits a work
cover application they are protected from being dismissed’.
He left the Centre relieved and a lot happier than he had
when getting here.

19%

Maintenance
Seperation
Property
Adoption/Surrogacy

Access to Children
Domestic Violence
Child Protection
Other

Family law case study
June was referred to ICLC by the FRC for legal advice
around parenting. June informed us that she had been in
a relationship for 5 years. June had migrated to Australia
from Thailand, spoke limited English and was completely
isolated. He ex-partner had told her that if she left she
would need to pay back all the money he had spent on her.
The parties were separated under one roof. June had two
children and also worked for her husband. We were able
to assist June in a legally assisted mediation in relation
to parenting. We were also able to provide referrals and
minor case assistance to assist June to access secure
housing.
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ICLC LegalServices
General Matters

(con’t)

Criminal

The Centre continues to provide advice across a wide
spectrum of general law including General Civil, Criminal
and Discrimination.

13%

11%
3%

Civil

10%

The Centre provided advice in regard to 570 Problem
Types which included General Civil, Consumer Complaints,
Credit and Debt, Government Administrative, Motor Vehicle
problems Wills and Probate and Injuries.

35%
28%

Civil
15%

16%

8%
12%

Acts Intended to Cause
Injury

Sexual Assault/Related
Offences

Unlawful Entry etc/Theft &
Related Offences

Illicit Drug Offences
Major & Minor

Road Traffice & MV
Regulatory Offences

Other

12%

15%
22%
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Criminal Matters
We continue to provide advice and case work in a
range of criminal matters covering Acts Intended to
Cause Harm, Sexual Assault/Related Offences,
Unlawful Entry etc, Illicit Drug Offences, Road
Traffic Offences etc.

Criminal case study 1
We represented a young woman who was caught outside
an Oxford Street night club buying three ecstasy pills. Our
client was in stable employment whilst she managed very
serious mental health issues. A conviction would have
placed her employment at risk.
We briefed Counsel for the plea in local court and our
client received a twelve month good behaviour bond
without conviction.

Criminal case study 2
We represented a gentleman in his seventies, charged for
possession of a small amount of cannabis. The client has
had recent issues with his mental health and it was his
first offence.
We made representations that the charges should be
withdrawn and a caution issued which were not accepted
by police. We then appeared in the Local Court and made
submissions on behalf of our client.
The magistrate accepted these and dismissed the charges
under section 10 of the Crimes Sentencing and Procedure
Act.
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Discrimination
Discrimination matters dealt with during the year were
wide and varied and were based on discrimination due to
Disability, Race, Sex/Gender, Sexuality, Employment etc.
As evidenced by the following diagram, 30% of advice/
representation provided is in regard to discrimination/
harassment occurring in the workplace. Matters occurring
in the workplace is a very difficult area due to the often
intractable nature of the disputes.

During this financial year we provided specialist advice
and representation to 174 clients who identified themselves
as either Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender Intersex
or another Other Sexuality . This group forms 17% of the
Centre’s client base.

ICLC Services to LGBTI Clients

31%

Discrimination

38%
3% 2%
9%

35%

12%
5%

20%

14%

Family
Criminal
Employment

Civil
Discrimination

31%

Disc – Other
Disc – Sexual Orientation
Disc – Disability

Disc – Employment
Disc – Sex/Gender
Disc – Race

Discrimination case study 1:
Disability discrimination
The Centre represented Greg who, despite his significant
experience and skills in the field, was denied employment
by a government department due to his mental illness.
With the assistance of a pro bono barrister we took this
matter through to the Administrative Decisions Tribunal.

It should be noted that nearly 40% of all advice sessions/
representations provided to the LGBTI community relate to
family law. The following chart shows the areas of Family
Law where advice/representation was given.

Family Law Matters in Relation to LGBTI
5%
19%

11%

11%
16%

ICLC Legal Services to LGBTI People
The Centre continues to provide specialist legal advice
and representation to the gay, lesbian, bi sexual,
transgender and intersex community. This area of
advise and representation is diverse ranging from family,
discrimination, employment, civil etc.

38%

Domestic Violence
Adoption/Surragancy
Seperation

Property
Other
Access to Children
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ICLC LegalServices
Lesbian & Gay Legal Service
In 2012-13, ICLC continues to provide a specialist Lesbian
and Gay Service. Legal advice and representation to the
gay and lesbian community. During this financial year
80 clients attended this service. The most common legal
problems of our clients were family law, administrative law,
discrimination/harassment, criminal etc.

(con’t)

Google Inc responded to the ADB complaint by stating that
the complaint was correctly handled in accordance with
YouTube’s Terms. Google Inc further responded by saying
that it was voluntarily cooperating with the ADB but did not
accept the legal jurisdiction of the ADB or the applicability
of the Anti-Discrimination Act 1977 to YouTube as a US
based platform.

Areas of advice and representation are included in the
chart under ICLC Legal Services to LGBTI People.

Jo ultimately felt too intimidated to proceed in her
complaint against such a large corporation as Google
and YouTube, and withdrew her complaint from the ADB.

An example of a case that the Centre undertook follows:

Transgender Legal Service

Case Study in Regard to Vilification on the Basis
of Sexual Orientation and the Delay in YouTube
Removing he Offensive Material

The Centre provided legal advice/representation to
25 clients under this service. The most common legal
problems of our clients were family law, administrative
law, discrimination/harassment, civil law.

Jo’s work colleague, Dean, harassed and vilified Jo on the
basis of her sexual orientation. Dean’s vilifying behaviour
included writing, performing and posting a song about Jo
on YouTube that was vilifying and defamatory towards
her. It explicitly named Jo and ridiculed her in relation to
her sexual orientation. Dean promoted the YouTube video
through his Facebook account.
Jo felt humiliated and devastated that those statements
were available to be viewed in such a public way on such a
prominent website. Jo reported Dean to her employer, who
terminated Dean’s employment. Jo also took steps to take
out an AVO against Dean.
On becoming aware of the material Jo complained to
YouTube about the offensive nature of the content on each
of the following two days after it was posted. Further, she
‘flagged’ the video for review and outlined her reasons for
its removal, and did so again 2 weeks later.
YouTube responded by restricting the video to registered
YouTube users only. However considering the number of
registered users at that time and the ease with which users
could register, this action was ineffectual.
The video was finally removed some 2 months after the
initial complaint after Jo emailed Google Australia a few
days earlier (as Google hosts YouTube) who then arranged
Google Inc to remove the video. By this time the video had
been viewed almost 250 times.
Following this Jo submitted a complaint to the AntiDiscrimination Board (ADB) of NSW relating to YouTube’s
failure to remove the video after being notified of its
vilifying content, which amounted to unlawful homosexual
vilification by YouTube.
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Monthly outreach at The Gender Centre continued in
2012-13. This outreach service allows the Centre to raise
its profile within the transgender community.

Transgender Case Study
We represented a transgender client who had been
previously been represented by another legal practice in a
minor traffic matter in the local court for which she received
a small fine.
The client had made a complaint to police about their
behaviour at the incident, in particular concerning an
alleged lack of gender sensitivity. The police responded
to the complaint by informing the client of her appeal right
to the District Court – however she was well out of time for
such an appeal.
Our client appealed to the District Court without seeking
advice, we then agreed to act for her and to appear on her
behalf to withdraw the appeal on her instructions.

Intersex Legal Service
Our Intersex Advice Service has now been operating for
several years, and we have assisted a number of clients
with their legal matters

The Centre obtained pro bono representation for a group
of intersex people who were vilified and defamed online in
an extremely hateful manner. The material was removed
quickly after the centre became involved.

ICLC Law Reform
ICLC continued to advocate for our clients and lobby the
government to change law and policy. Our law reform
activities this year included:

• Presentation to NSW Legislative Council Committee
Inquiry into donor names on birth certificates;

• Presentation to NSW Legislative Council Committee
Inquiry into use of AVO’s by NSW local courts;

• Preparation of submission to NSW Legislative Assembly
Committee Inquiry into the defence of provocation
(regarding women escaping DV and the ‘gay panic’
defence;

• Made submissions to the NSW and Australian Law

Reform Commissions to improve domestic violence
legislation to take account of family violence against
LGBTI people;

• Contribution to the development of CLCNSW research
and advocacy on police accountability (i.e. complaints
process).

ICLC Staff have been members of the following groups
and committees:

• LGBTIQ Domestic Violence Interagency
• Anti Discrimination Board’s Sex and Gender Diversity
Community Consultation;

• Anti Discrimination Board’s Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual
Community Consultation;

• Eastern Suburbs Domestic Violence Network;
• Transgender Anti-Violence Project Steering Committee;
• City of Sydney Homelessness Interagency Committee;
• Sydney City Domestic Violence Network
• Board of CLC NSW.
• Community Legal Centres NSW Employment and

Domestic Violence/Victims Compensation Working
Groups;

• Inner City CLC Network (Redfern, Marrickville, Kingsford
• Policing at Mardi Gras LGBTI Joint Working Group
• CVC NSW Quarterlies
• National Association of Community Legal Centres

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex
Network;

Community Legal Education
Community Legal Education for:

• workers and clients of Sex Workers Outreach Project
• NSW Police Domestic Violence Liaison Officers

(DVLOs) at the Academy on same sex DV issues

• NSW Police Domestic Violence Liaison Officers
(DVLOs) in the metropolitan area

• ACON staff on discrimination, DV and legal procedure
• CLC lawyers on having children in a same sex

relationship – Talking Turkey (NACLC Conference)

• CLC lawyers on legal issues faced by sex workers
in Sydney (NACLC Conference)

• workers at the Surry Hills Neighbourhood Centre
• for Redfern Police
• Sydney City Family Relationships Centre staff
• Medical staff at Kirketon Road Clinic
• Sydney Sexual Health Clinic
• attendees at Mardi Gras
• new workers at the Sex Worker Outreach Project
• workers at Womens’ Space (Hope Street)
• Sessions for attendees at Camp Out on identifying legal

isssues, finding services and discrimination. Camp Out
is an annual camp for LGBTIQ; and sex &/or gender
diverse teens, same sex attracted, curious & questioning
teens and their allies aged 13-17

• Sessions with Aboriginal and Torres Strait people

and community workers at: Wayside Chapel, Redfern
Community Centre, Aboriginal Medical Service and at a
lunch held by ICLC

• Articles/columns for SWOP’s journal “The Professional”
• Advertisements promoting SRP and DV awareness in
SX, Star Observer and LOTL

• Interview on TripleJ’s ‘Hack’ current affairs program on
Policing at Mardi Gras

• Interview on TripleJ’s ‘Hack’ current affairs program on
young people’s police records and employment

• Quoted in SX article re policing at Mardi Gras
• Practical Legal Training for Law Students
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ICLC Law Reform

(con’t)

ICLC volunteer law students with Hon Michael Kirby AC CMG

Community Events
• Mardi Gras Fair Day;
• Legal Information Stand at Mardi Gras Party
and Mardi Gras Habour Party

• Careers event for UTS Law School
• UTS Awards Night (presented a Human
Rights Award)

• Carers Day October 2012
• The Knock Out and Aboriginal and Torres
Island Strait event October 2012

• Welfare Rights Handbook Launch, Human

Rights Awards, Law and Justice Foundation
Awards, GLORIA, Lord Mayor’s End of Year
Reception for key Community Organsiations

• Grand opening of Twenty-10’s new premises
in Chippendale

• Participated in Wear-It Purple Day
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Dan Stubbs & Moo Baulch at Parramatta Pride

Dan Stubbs Presenting Human Rights Award

Hon Michael Kirby AC CMG,
Presenting at ICLC Student Training
Hon Michael Kirby AC CMG (ICLC Foundation Patron)
& Alana Yap (ICLC Solicitor)
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Volunteer Barristers/
Solicitors
July 2012 to June 2013
Ahranee SIVARAJAN

Janine SMITH

Lorna SPROSTON

Ahrani RANJITKUMAR

Jon CHEUNG

Deborah Dinnen

Alex MAROULIS

Karen ROSE

Aran Alexander

Alexandra SPROUSTER

Kate KENSELL

Daniel Andreallo

Ali SHIELDS

Keiko TOGAMI

Alicia Boothby

Amber STANLY

Lauren Catherine ANTONINI

Richard Brittain

Amy JENKINS

Levina CHIM

Nicole Dunn

Aran ALEXANDER

Louisa FITZGERALD

Charles Gregory

Barry APPLEBAUM

MCCABE TERRILL LAWYERS

Emma Hearne

Ben BORHAM

Michael TIYCE

Jarrah Hoffman-Ekstein

Bhanesh MISTRY

Michael TWEMLOW

Trevor Khan

Bran BLACK

Michael WHITBREAD

Katarzyna Rutkowska

Carl RUPPEN

Mitchell COIDAN

Hannah Schutz

Charles BANNISTER

Nadia KARIM

Sean Stimson

Cindy LIU

Nadine BERELOWITZ

Aaron Taranto

Dale MILLS

Neil CARTWRIGHT

Zeina Touma

Daniel ANDREALLO

Nicholas KELLY

Marissa Wong

Dominic WILSON

Nyree DEIRMENDJIAN

Daria Zakamskaya

Eric COONAN

Pamela COMINOS

Hilary Kincaid

Erin STEINER

Peter LONGFIELD

Fiona MacGREGOR

Sue BOWREY

Gemma NAMEY

Susan PRICE

George ANASTASI

Richard BRITTAIN

Georgina GOWLAND

Tarryn PECKHAM

Hannah BARNES

Tim SAUNDERS

Heidi MENKES

Ben Fogarty

James LEAVER

Paul Gutteres
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Volunteer
Students
July 2012 to June 2013
Alex O’DONNELL

Michael LANTIS

Alex SHEPHERD

Mikhailae KALESS

Annabel DODDS

Natalie MOFFETT

Benjamin KEATS

Phoebe RIORDAN

Carla HINES

Rachelle KHERA

Carolyn TOH

Rebecca MAMMARELLA

Chris FROMMER

Sam HADDON

Claire LINWOOD

Stephen MEAGHER

Claudia LEWIS

Stephanie CHIU

Emma HEARNE

Susan CHEONG

Erasmus LOVELL-JONES

Suzanne CASTELLAS

Evan GRAY

Taylor GRAMOSKI

Grace YOUNG

Tilley MOFFIT

Iris CHEN

Kurt Wicklund

Isha CAULFIELD

Rayan Calimlim

James SIN

Jayce Gardoll

Jeffrey CHAN

Hayley Gordon

Jessica PINCUS

Ira Herrera

Justin FAZZOLARI

Laura Hugh

Justine WU

Leo Kohn

Katie LLEWELYN

Kate Lindemen

Katherine McCALLUM

Anoushka William

Kit BAIGENT

Lisa Wong

Liz NEWHAM

Kieren Grace Young

Meg HARRINGTON
Melanie McLEAN
Melissa VOGT
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Financial Statements
Inner City Legal Centre (A Company Limited by Guarantee)
ABN 56 001 782 805

Financial Statements
Year Ended June 30 2013
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